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Abstract The digital content market is undergoing an

evolution in networking and digitalization technologies,

offering diverse information and services. Due to the

characteristics of these emerging technologies, the digital

content market is growing rapidly and traditional content

providers face service transformation decisions. While a

majority of the previous technology adoption studies have

focused on the viewpoints of users and customers, cost

reduction, or electronic channel related technologies, in

this research we analyze the emerging technology adoption

decisions of competing firms for providing new content

services from a strategic perspective. Utilizing game the-

oretical models, we examine the effects of market envi-

ronments (technology cost, channel cannibalization, brand

power, brand extension, information asymmetry and mar-

ket uncertainty) on firms’ adoption decisions. This research

contributes a number of unique and interesting implications

for the issues of emerging technology adoption for new

content service provision.

Keywords Economic analysis � Strategic technology

adoption � Digital content industry � Game theoretical

model � Market uncertainty � Asymmetry information

1 Introduction

Recent developments in enabling technologies have given

a tremendous push toward the development of digital

content services such as digital books, publishing, print,

music, and video. Various types of digital content have

come together to form new products and services. Com-

pared with other traditional content markets, the digital

content market is undergoing rapid changes. The average

global annual growth rate of the digital content market has

been exponential [31]. Based on the forecast analysis by

PricewaterhouseCoopers of the global entertainment and

media market, the market is expected to rise from US$1.3

trillion in 2009 to $1.7 trillion by 2014, growing at a

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.0% [20].

Emerging digitalization technology alleviates the need

to produce, store, and distribute physical goods [40]. Dig-

ital goods can be delivered via the Internet which elimi-

nates physical products altogether. These technological

developments have opened up new markets, new services,

new products and changed the ecosystem in the content

market value chain [5, 34]. Consequently, with the expo-

nential growth of Internet availability to consumers, tra-

ditional content providers are afraid that if they do not offer

digital goods and services online, they will lose their cus-

tomers to the competitors and enable successful entry of

new firms [22]. The traditional content providers such as

book publisher or music studios are experiencing a gen-

erational transition from old to digitalized goods. However,

e-book sales for the fourth quarter of 2010 were only 7% of

all book purchases, according to a study by BISG [33]. The

proportion of record companies’ global revenues from

digital channels was only 29%, according to an IFPI digital

music report 2011 [26]. Companies face a dynamic prob-

lem of technology adoption, for instance with the slow
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adoption of digital technologies by cable operators and

textbook publishers.

Once a firm decides to enter the digital content market, it

has to invest in new technology and offer related services. It

must also consider whether the digital content market may

take a bite out of its entrenched market in physical goods, as

consumer preferences shift to less costly digital products. In

addition, firms face a chasm between the physical and

digital markets as the digitalized content itself becomes

increasingly difficult to protect; the value in the digital

content market is no longer that of tangible artifacts such as

books or CDs. The new market created by digital technol-

ogy is not just a direct channel via the Internet. The digital

content market becomes a service business of providing

speed, reliability, and ease of access, rather than a product

business [13]. Therefore, firms who are deciding to adopt

emerging technology for a digital content market have to

make complex decisions loaded with high uncertainty

stemming from new technology, intellectual property, and

new business model issues, and take into account the above-

mentioned characteristics of technological investment,

market differentiation, and uncertain profitability before

adopting the new technologies.

1.1 Problems and motivations

As the emerging Internet and digital technology creates

new market opportunities, firms face the problem of bal-

ancing the risk of rushing into the new market with high

technology investment costs, potential losses from canni-

balizing existing business, and the uncertainty occurring in

the emerging market. The analysis and development of new

digital market strategies is gaining attention. Extensive

research has been conducted on strategy analysis compar-

ing the physical and digital markets from the view of

channel competition [3, 9, 10, 15, 48, 50]. Most of the

previous papers have focused on the pricing factor of

channel coordination [3, 19] or multiple channel competi-

tion strategy of the same tangible product [10, 47]. How-

ever, comparatively little attention has been given to the

business strategy development of the transformation pro-

cess from a traditional physical market to a heterogeneous

digital market, and discussion of strategic interactions has

been relatively rare. In particular, how market interactive

and technological parameters affect the business strategies

of adopting emerging technologies and entering the new

market has not been systematically analyzed yet.

Emerging technologies develop rapidly, and managers

constantly face adoption decisions. There are a variety of

models in the theoretical literature addressing the problem

of new technology adoption. Some studies focus primarily

on analyzing the timing of technology adoption, with cost

reduction as the main concern [16, 36, 37, 39]. These

papers incorporate strategic interactions into the adoption

decision; however, they only consider one market structure

characterized by homogeneous products and competition in

quantities and prices. Other research incorporates both

uncertainty and strategic interactions into the decision

process [21, 23–25, 27, 43, 51]. Alternatively, some

researchers investigate the issue of technology adoption

from the demand side (users) point of view [2, 11, 30].

In this research, we focus on the issues of strategic

technology adoption and new market entry decisions of the

providers in the digital market, which has distinct opera-

tional and economic properties and where value creation of

the digitized content is the main concern. Specifically, we

analyze the strategic interactions between asymmetric

players (traditional and digital vendors) by considering

market factors (channel cannibalization, new market, and

market uncertainty) and technological factors (technology

cost, information asymmetry) comprehensively and

examine the impact of the brand power of a firm (proxied

by market share) on the technology adoption decision.

Instead of studying the pricing issue with respect to dif-

ferent market structures, we examine the issue of strategic

adoption from the view of a macro market, which allows us

to calibrate and compare adoption strategies in various

market settings.

The research questions are: First, in what market envi-

ronment conditions will the outcome of firm’s emerging

technology adoption is stable (predictable) or uncertain

(unpredictable)? Second, what is the impact of a firm’s

brand power on the adoption outcome and tendency? Third,

what are the impacts of technology cost and channel can-

nibalization on the adoption pattern? Fourth, what happens

to the adoption decisions if firms have asymmetric infor-

mation regarding the cost of the emerging technology and

if the new market is uncertain?

1.2 Contributions and findings

In this research, we will attempt to answer the above

questions by means of game theoretic models to examine

the strategic responses of the competing firms. To sum-

marize briefly, our study provides a new model for ana-

lyzing firm-level strategic interactions of technology

adoption. Using this model, the market conditions for

various possible adoption outcomes, which may be stable

(single or multiple Nash equilibria) or unstable (mixed

strategy equilibrium), are identified and their impacts are

comprehensively analyzed. While the impact of factors on

the resulting stable adoption outcome may be intuitive, the

impact of factors on the adoption tendency (mixed adop-

tion strategy) in the absence of a stable adoption outcome is

quite subtle, due to the conflicting competition forces of

two firms.
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We obtained a number of interesting results. First, we

find that a firm’s technology adoption decision tendency is

affected by its opponent’s technology cost, but not its own

cost in the situation of mixed strategy. Second, the higher

(lower) the technology cost, cannibalization ratio, market

uncertainty, and brand extension the opponent firm faces,

the lower (higher) the probability that the leading firm of

the traditional market will enter the new market. Third, the

effect of technology cost, cannibalization ratio, and brand

extension for the new entrant or the following firm will

depend on whether the leading firm’s brand equity

extension succeeds. In the brand extension scenario, the

relationship is positive. However, in the brand counter-

extension, the relationship is negative.

Fourth, when firms make adoption decisions with

asymmetric information in the brand counter-extension

scenario, the adoption tendency of a firm is negatively

(positively) associated with its own (its opponent’s) mean

technology cost. However, in the scenario of brand

extension, the impact of mean technology cost cannot be

explicitly determined. Furthermore, in the brand counter-

extension scenario, the adoption probability of a firm is

positively (negatively) associated with the dispersal degree

(variance) of its own technology cost when its equilibrium

adoption tendency is low (high). However, under the sce-

nario of brand extension, the impact of the cost dispersal

degree (variance) cannot be explicitly determined.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In

the next section, we review the literature related to the

research. We present the emerging technology adoption

framework in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we conduct the analysis of

strategic technology adoption decisions. We analyze the

equilibrium adoption outcomes and tendency in duopoly

market conditions. We further discuss the effects of cost

information asymmetries and market uncertainty. In

Sect. 5, we extend the model to consider the scenario that

the market share can be endogenized by marketing or

operational efforts. Section 6 provides the discussion of

our findings and conclusions, managerial implications,

research limitations, and direction for future studies.

2 Related literature

2.1 Strategic technology adoption

Our research on the strategic adoption of emerging tech-

nology is related to several streams of theoretical literature,

which can be roughly classified into categories depending

on whether a model deals with uncertainty factors and/or

strategic interactions between competing firms [24].

Reinganum [36, 37] and Fudenberg and Tirole [16] are the

seminal works in the field of strategic models with no

uncertainty. Reinganum [36, 37] is the first to consider a

duopoly market subjected to a single technological advance

and to demonstrate that a new technology is diffused over

time assuming that firms can pre-commit to specific

adoption dates. Fudenberg and Tirole [16] consider a sce-

nario of a duopoly with identical firms that both have the

option to upgrade their technology and they demonstrate

that the first-mover advantage is not supported by sub-

game perfect equilibrium strategies if firms are unable to

pre-commit to future actions. Riordan [39] introduces

governmental regulation into the model of Fudenberg and

Tirole [16] in the context of a scenario for cable and

telephone companies’ adoption decision and finds that

regulation can slow the diffusion of technology. This lit-

erature only considers market structures with demand

certainty for homogeneous products, and the firms compete

in quantities enhance their profitability by considering the

option of new technology adoption.

Another set of literature incorporates both uncertainty

factors and strategic interactions into the decision process.

For example, Stenbacka and Tombak [43] extend the

framework of Fudenberg and Tirole [16] to an uncertain

time period that ranges from the acquisition time to the

time of the successful technology implementation. Hoppe

[23] integrates uncertainty about the profitability of a

technology into the model of Fudenberg and Tirole [16].

Once the technology is adopted, the true value of the

technology is revealed to both firms. The second mover

(wait and see) will achieve a higher payoff than the leader

due to the informational advantage. Huisman and Kort [25]

provide a framework where firms take into account future

technological improvements in making their technology

adoption decision and they find that the possible occur-

rence of a new technology could turn a preemption game

into a war of attrition in which the second mover gets the

highest payoff. Zhu and Weyant [51] focus on a two-stage

adoption game between two competing firms and explore

the strategic decisions of a new technology adoption where

there is asymmetric information, and they show that having

better information is not always a good thing. Several

authors analyze the relationship between market structure

and the timing of technology adoption in the presence of

network externalities [28–30] and they find firms are more

likely to adopt the existing technology early due to network

externalities, though the future technology might prove to

be superior to the current one.

In this research, we also investigate the issue of adoption

decisions with asymmetric information and new market

uncertainty, unlike most of the previous works, which

mainly focus on the specific parameterization and the

market structures with homogeneous product competition.

In a digital content market, the purpose of new technology

adoption is mainly to provide a new service, instead of
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reducing the cost of producing the existing products. Our

work analyzes the strategic technology adoption of com-

peting content providers and predicts the market situations

that determine whether a firm will adopt an emerging

technology and enter a new market.

2.2 New channel adoption for the physical product

With the emergence of the Internet as a viable distribution

channel, our work is also related to the literature that

explores the issues of channel competition and coordina-

tion. These works mainly analyze the impact of launching

an Internet channel on conventional retailer(s) facing new

competition from a direct Internet channel. For instance,

Balasubramanian [3] models competition between direct

marketers and traditional retailers and focuses on the role of

information in a market with multiple channels, showing

the strategic implications of the level of information dis-

seminated by the direct marketer and the market coverage

as a lever to control competition. Chiang et al. [10] study the

design of dual channel supply chains and find that manu-

facturers can use a direct channel to oppose the retailer’s

tendency to set prices too high and improve their overall

profitability by reducing the degree of inefficiency. Tsay

and Agrawal [45] extend the literature on channel coordi-

nation to a setting in which the upstream party is at once a

supplier to and a competitor of the downstream party. Yao

and Liu [48] examine the pricing equilibria between two

channels under the Bertrand and the Stackelberg price

competition models. Yan and Pei [47] study the strategic

role of the retail services in a dual-channel supply chain.

Recently, Yoo and Lee [49] extend Balasubranian’s model

and identify five key strategic forces that shape the overall

impact of an Internet channel introduction. These papers

have explored consumer channel choice in commodity

markets and the coordination strategy of retailing the same

tangible product, modeling the decision as a trade-off

between online disutility and search costs, offline trans-

portation costs, in addition to the price differences across

the two channels. In our research, we model both the

internal and external channel competition effects and study

how the technological and market factors affect the process

of the transformation from a traditional physical market to a

new digital market in a competitive market.

Previous research which examines the impact of a firm’s

brand and market power on the technology adoption and

the decision to enter a new channel includes studies by

Cheng and Nault [9], Forman et al. [15], and Brynjolfsson

et al. [7]. Cheng and Nault study the internet channel entry

decisions of an existing retailer and a new entrant and

analyze how the existing market power and coverage

affects the outcome of the entry game. Forman et al.

empirically examine the consumer substitution between

online and offline channels and provide empirical supports

and explore how offline geographic location affects the

online channel. Brynjolfsson et al. examine the effect of the

existing retail market coverage on the outcome of the entry

decision. As shown in the above literature review, these

works study the adoption decision with respect to different

existing market structures and lack any exploration of the

impact of brand power extension. In our research, we

examine the impact of brand power extension from the

view of a macro market, which allows us to calibrate and

compare adoption strategies in various market settings.

2.3 New channel adoption for the digital goods

Another stream of literature relevant to our study is on

strategic technology and new channel adoption in the

digital goods market. A number of studies explore canni-

balization versus the complementary nature of physical and

digital goods. A few studies attempt to directly measure the

cannibalization effect of digital distribution on physical

channel sales. Deleersnyder et al. [14] survey a sample of

85 internet channel additions over the last 10 years in the

newspaper industries of the UK and The Netherlands, and

they find that the online digital content has only a small

impact on physical newspaper sales. Likewise, Biyalogorsky

and Naik [4] find that Tower Records’ Internet sales did not

significantly cannibalize its retail sales. Waldfogel [46]

used survey data on video distribution to show that

authorized YouTube viewing of television content has only

a small net substitution effect on over-the-air viewing.

Several studies have been done regarding the impact of

digital channel distribution on the digital experience goods

industry. Chellappa and Shivendu [8] analyzed supply

chain coordination contracts in digital supply chains. Smith

and Telang [41] study the impact of movie broadcasts and

piracy on DVD demand and find no impact of piracy on

DVD sales for catalogue titles. Jeong and Khouja [28]

develop a model for analyzing the impacts of piracy and

supply chain contracts on the performance of supply chains

for the digital experience goods. Danaher et al. [12] finds a

strong substitution between legitimate digital channels and

piracy channels for television content. Smith and Telang

[42] find that increased broadband penetration leads to a

significant increase in DVD sales. Jiang and Katsamakas

[29] have examined how the entry of an e-book seller

affects book markets and impacts sellers and consumers.

These papers focus mainly on the coordination issue of

digital and physical channel competition. In our research,

we predict the outcomes of technology adoption by ana-

lyzing the market situations, and we analyze their impact

on the tendency to enter the new market when the market

has no stable adoption outcome and only mixed adoption

strategies are available.
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3 The model

3.1 Emerging technology adoption framework

We consider a digital content service market in which

traditional content providers are facing a transformation

decision due to the emergence of new digital technology.

At the same time, the potential emerging digital content

market is also attracting new firms or other competitors to

enter the new market. According to the evidence from the

industry, the number of the main firms involved in new

market competition for the emerging digital content service

is generally limited due to the vast technology investment

required. For example, DVD online retailer Amazon and

Google faced the decision whether to adopt on-line video

services in 2006. In publishing, the e-book market is

mainly composed of Amazon’s Kindle, Apple’s iPad, and

Barnes and Noble’s Nook. Therefore, in this research, we

consider two digital content providers in the market.

Another motivation for adopting a duopolistic model is

that, when the number of competing firms is limited; their

interaction becomes even more strategic; thus we will

further analyze competitive strategy in various market

environment settings. Figure 1 depicts the proposed adop-

tion framework of the new digital content services.

The traditional market HT is divided into two major

players, firm A and firm B with market share a and 1 - a,

where a[ 0.5. That is, firm A is the leading brand in the

traditional market. Note that if a = 1, firm A becomes a

monopolistic service provider in the traditional market and

B is a new company. When the new digital content market

is emerging, firm A (B) must decide whether to adopt the

new service technology. Owing to the fact that the digital

content can be reproduced at little or no cost, we only count

the fixed technology investment cost CA (CB) for firm

A (B) and assume that the variable cost of content service

provision is negligible. We will relax this assumption of

zero marginal cost when we discuss the impact of market

uncertainty later in this article.

There is a cannibalization effect as the firm adopts new

content service; a ratio d of traditional market revenue is

transferred to the new market (0 2 d2 1). Specifically, we

assume that the potential new market value is denoted as

HN which includes the revenue dHT from the users who

are transferred from the traditional market. The market

share of firms A and B is g and 1 - g. Notice that, for

simplicity, the values of the traditional and the new mar-

kets HT and HN can be interpreted as the aggregate reve-

nues the firms can gain from these markets. Parameters a
and g can be used to represent the brand strength of the

firms in the traditional and new content service markets. To

develop interesting and meaningful business implications,

we consider two important market scenarios to analyze the

effects of market parameters on the emerging technology

adoption decision. In the first scenario, we assume that the

brand power of the leading firm in the traditional market

can be successfully extended to the new market. We call

this scenario the brand extension scenario (high a and high

g, a[ 0.5, g\ 0.5). In the other case, the brand power of

the leading firm in the traditional market cannot be

extended to the new market. We call this case a brand

counter-extension scenario (high a and low g, a[ 0.5,

g\ 0.5). The smaller company in the traditional market or

a new (startup) company (firm B) dominates the new

market even when the big traditional company enters the

new market.

The notation for the adoption framework is outlined in

Table 1.

3.2 Profit functions of the service providers

According to the adoption framework, the profits for firms

A and B under various strategic adoption decisions can be

represented and summarized as in Table 2.

Fig. 1 Framework of the digital

content market
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If firms A and B both provide the new services:

pII
A ¼ að1� dÞHT þ gHN � CA; ð1Þ

pII
B ¼ ð1� aÞð1� dÞHT þ ð1� gÞHN � CB: ð2Þ

If firm A adopts and B does not adopt the new services:

pIN
A ¼ að1� dÞHT þHN � CA; ð3Þ

pIN
B ¼ ð1� aÞð1� dÞHT : ð4Þ

If firm A does not provide and B does provide the new

services:

pNI
A ¼ að1� dÞHT ; ð5Þ

pNI
B ¼ ð1� aÞð1� dÞHT þHN � CB: ð6Þ

If neither firm A nor firm B provides the new services:

pNN
A ¼ aHT ; ð7Þ

pNN
B ¼ ð1� aÞHT : ð8Þ

4 Analysis of strategic technology adoption decision

4.1 Analysis of strategic adoption outcomes

First, we focus on conditions for various pure strategic

Nash equilibria. If the Nash equilibrium outcome falls into

(I, I), that is, both firms A and B adopt a new service, then

the following two conditions must be satisfied: pII
A [ pNI

A

and pII
B [ pIN

B : On the other hand, if the Nash equilibrium

outcome is (I, N), that is, firm A adopts the new service but

firm B does not adopt, then the conditions pIN
A [ pNN

A and

pIN
B [ pII

B must simultaneously hold. Similarly, the equi-

librium conditions for the situation that firm A does not

adopt the new service but firm B adopts (N, I) are pNI
A [ pII

A

and pNI
B [ pNN

B : Finally, if neither firm adopts the new

service (N, N), then conditions pNN
A [ pIN

A and pNN
B [ pNI

B

should be satisfied. Consequently, we have the following

result.

Proposition 1 (Pure Nash equilibrium) The market

environments for various outcomes of adoption decisions

by firms A and B are:

(Adoption decision of firm A, Adoption decision of

firm B) =

ðI, I) if HN [ max CA=g;CB= 1� gð Þf g
ðI, N) if CA þ adHT\HN\CB= 1� gð Þ
ðN, I) if CB þ dð1� aÞHT\HN\CA=g
ðN, N) if HN\ min CA þ adHT ;CB þ 1� að ÞdHTf g

8
>><

>>:

ð9Þ

From Proposition 1, we observe that both firms will

provide the new service when the new market is

sufficiently large. If the new market is too small, then

neither firm will provide the new service. If the new market

is neither too large nor too small, only one of two firms

might provide the new service. In addition, the channel

cannibalization effect will discourage the firms from

entering the new market. However, the degree of

asymmetric brand power in the traditional market will

encourage the firm with a smaller brand but discourage the

firm with a larger brand to enter the market. Note that in

some market environments, there could be multiple pure

Table 1 Model Parameters
Notation Description

HT Aggregate traditional service market value

HN Aggregate new service market value

a The market share of firm A in traditional service market, 0 2 a2 1

d Cannibalization effect; the ratio of value transferred from traditional to new market 0 2 d 2 1

g The market share of firm A in new service market, 0 2 g 2 1

CA (CB) Technology investment for firm A (B)

pA(pB) The profit of firm A (B)

cA(cB) The probability that the firm A (B) adopt the new service model

Table 2 Profits for firm A (B)
Firm A Firm B

Adopt emerging

technology–(I)

Don’t adopt emerging

technology–(N)

Adopt emerging technology–(I) pII
A ; p

II
B pIN

A ; p
IN
B

Don’t adopt emerging technology–(N) pNI
A ; p

NI
B pNN

A ;pNN
B
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Nash equilibria or no pure Nash equilibrium at all, as we

will show below.

Figure 2 (CA = CB, a[ 0.5) depicts the configurations

of the two firms’ equilibrium adoption decision with regard

to the new market size HN and the emerging market share

of the leading firm g. We can observe that, as new market

size HN increases, at least one of the two firms will provide

the new service. When a firm gains a sufficient new market

share, this will push the firm to adopt the emerging tech-

nology. Otherwise, one of the two firms will decline the

new market opportunity. It is worth noting that there is an

interesting area X that has no stable pure strategy Nash

equilibrium outcome. In this area, where g C 0.5, only the

mixed strategy Nash equilibrium exists. In this situation, a

corporation has no clear adoption decision and only a

mixed adoption strategy is utilized.

Figure 3 (CA = CB, a, g[ 0.5) exhibits the equilibrium

adoption configurations of the two firms based on the new

market size HN and the emerging technology cost. As

shown in the figure, the higher investment cost will impede

the adoption of new technology. When the investment cost

is low and the new market is large enough, both firms will

enter the new market. Figure 3 also reveals that areas Y

and Z have two Nash equilibria, and there is also an area X

in which no stable pure strategy equilibrium for the two

firms will exist.

Figure 4 (CA = CB, a, g[ 0.5) depicts the configuration

of the two firms’ adoption decision based on the new

market size HN and the cannibalization ratio of the tradi-

tional market dHT . There is also an area X in which there is

no stable equilibrium adoption strategy. There exist mul-

tiple pure adoption strategy Nash equilibria in area Y.

Corollary 1 (Multiple pure Nash equilibria) The market

environment for inducing multiple pure Nash equilibria

N,Ið Þ; I,Nð Þ is

max CA þ adHT ;CB þ 1� að ÞdHTf g\HN\ min CA=g;f
\CB= 1� gð Þg ð10Þ

and the market environment for inducing multiple pure

Nash equilibria N, Nð Þ; I, Ið Þ is

max CA=g;\CB= 1� gð Þf g\HN\ min CA þ adHT ;CBf
þ 1� að ÞdHTg: ð11Þ

Corollary 2 (Non-existence of pure Nash equilibrium) In

the following market environments, there exists no pure

Nash equilibrium (there is only a mixed Nash equilibrium)

max CB þ 1� að ÞdHT ;CA=gf g\HN\ min CA þ adHT ;f
CB= 1� gð Þg or ð12Þ

max CA þ adHT ;CB= 1� gð Þf g\HN

\ min CB þ 1� að ÞdHT ;CA=gf g: ð13Þ

One can see from Eqs. 10–13 and Figs. 2, 3, 4 that only

when the new market is not too large or small can the

market environment have multiple and unstable pure Nash

equilibria. However, the adoption of new technology in a

new market with multiple pure Nash equilibria is greater

than in the new market with no pure Nash equilibrium.

Specifically, Fig. 2 illustrates that the mixed adoption

Fig. 2 Adoption configuration of new market size and new market

share of the incumbent

Fig. 3 Adoption configuration of new market size and investment

cost of new technology

Fig. 4 Adoption configuration with respect to emerging market size

and cannibalization ratios of the traditional market
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strategy is utilized when the new market share of the

dominant traditional market incumbent g is high. Figure 3

reveals that the mixed adoption strategy is utilized when

the investment cost and the new market revenue are

similar. Figure 4 shows that the mixed adoption strategy is

exploited in the area where the cannibalization ratio is

high.

Note that, in a static game setting, the outcome of

multiple Nash equilibria will be dependent on some coor-

dination protocols. In a dynamic game setting, the outcome

can be predicted by the move sequence of the players. For

example, assume (I, N) and (N, I) are the two multiple

Nash equilibria. The outcome of Subgame Perfect Nash

Equilibrium (SPNE) can be predicted as follows: if the

first-mover firm enters the new market, then the second

mover will not enter. Similarly, if the first-mover does not

enter the new market, then the second firm will enter. Note

that the outcome of SPNE will be the same as the outcome

of the Nash equilibria if there is only a single pure strategy

Nash equilibrium outcome.

4.2 Analysis of strategic adoption tendency

After discussing the pure strategies of firms A and B, we

find that there are areas with no stable pure strategy equi-

librium. Therefore, we turn our focus to the strategic

technology adoption tendency in which the adoption

decisions of two firms are uncertain. The adoption ten-

dency can be measured by the probability that a firm adopts

an emerging technology that is required to provide the new

digital content service. In these areas, only mixed strategies

equilibria exist and the outcome of the adoption game is

stochastic. We denote as cA the probability that firm

A adopts the emerging technology and provides the new

service, and as cB the probability that firm B will enter the

new digital content service market. According to the payoff

functions described, the objective of firms A and B is to

maximize their own profit. The expected profit functions

can be written as:

max
cA

E pAjcBð Þ ¼ cA cBpII
A þ 1� cBð ÞpIN

A

� �

þ 1� cAð Þ cBpNI
A þ 1� cBð ÞpNN

A

� �
ð14Þ

max
cB

E pBjcAð Þ ¼ cB cApII
B þ 1� cAð ÞpNI

B

� �

þ 1� cBð Þ cApIN
B þ 1� cAð ÞpNN

B

� �
ð15Þ

Plugging profit functions (1–8) into the Eqs. 14 and 15,

we observe that pA is a linear function on cA and pB is a

linear function on cB. Comparing the terms in both

objective functions, we find that firm A’s best response

adoption strategy correspondence to firm B’s provision

strategy cB is

c�A cBð Þ ¼
1 if cB [ ĉB

½0; 1� if cB ¼ ĉB

0 if cB\ĉB

8
<

:
; where

ĉB ¼
HN � adHTð Þ � CA

1� gð ÞHN � adHT

ð16Þ

Firm B’s best response adoption strategy correspon-

dences to firm A’s strategy cA is

c�B cAð Þ ¼
1 if cA [ ĉA

½0; 1� if cA ¼ ĉA

0 if cA\ĉA

8
<

:
; where

ĉA ¼
HN � ð1� aÞdHTð Þ � CB

gHN � 1� að ÞdHT

ð17Þ

Solving the above two best response adoption strategy

correspondences simultaneously, we have the following

result.

Proposition 2 (Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium) The

equilibrium tendency of adopting strategies (the probabil-

ity of providing the new service) of firms A and B is

c�A;c
�
B

� �
¼ HN�ð1�aÞdHTð Þ�CB

gHN� 1�að ÞdHT
;

HN�adHTð Þ�CA

1�gð ÞHN�adHT

� �

;

ð18Þ

where 0� c�A; c
�
B� 1:

(All proofs can be found in the Appendix.)

For analytical convenience, we use representation G1 ¼
gHN � 1� að ÞdHT and G2 ¼ 1� gð ÞHN � adHT for the

denominators and assume that the brand extension scenario

has the characteristic that firm A dominates in both the

traditional and new markets (high a and high g) such that

the following quantitative conditions are satisfied:

G1 [ 0 and G2\0: ð19Þ

Equation 19 implies that the brand extension scenario

occurs only when the channel cannibalization dHT is

sufficiently large.

The brand counter-extension scenario has the charac-

teristic that firm A dominates in the traditional market but

firm B dominates in the new market (high a but low g) such

that the following quantitative conditions are satisfied:

G1 [ 0 and G2 [ 0: ð20Þ

Equation 20 implies that the brand counter-extension

scenario occurs when the channel cannibalization dHT is

not too large.

Note that in analysis of the strategic adoption tendency,

we focus on the market scenario in which a stable pure

adoption strategy outcome is not available, but only a

mixed adoption strategy Nash equilibrium. In equilibrium,

there should be no payoff difference for any of the two

competing firms if they choose ‘‘to adopt’’ or ‘‘not to
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adopt.’’ Whether a firm will feel better off from adopting a

new technology is conditional on the market factors and its

opponent’s adoption tendency. For a firm to adopt a mixed

adoption strategy, the impact of market factors and the

impact of its opponent’s adoption tendency should be

opposite and balanced. Otherwise, a pure adoption strategy

becomes a stable outcome.

The improved adoption tendency of a firm will

encourage (avoiding cannibalization loss in the traditional

market) as well as discourage (diluting the market share on

the new market) its opponent’s adoption decision. Con-

versely, the reduced adoption decision of a firm will

encourage (expanding the market share in the new market)

as well as discourage (avoiding cannibalization loss in the

traditional market) its opponent’s adoption decision. The

impact of firm A’s adoption tendency on firm B’s adoption

decision and the impact of firm B’s adoption tendency on

firm A’s adoption decision could be different. A higher

adoption tendency of firm A always reduces the incentive

of firm B to adopt a new technology because the discour-

aging factor (gHN) always outperforms the encouraging

factor ( 1� að ÞdHT ). In the brand extension scenario, firm

B’s higher adoption tendency increases firm A’s incentive

to adopt a new technology, as the discouraging factor

( 1� gð ÞHN) is smaller than the encouraging factor (adHT ).

However, in the brand counter-extension scenario, the

higher adoption tendency of firm B decreases the incentive

of firm A to adopt a new technology because the discour-

aging factor is higher than the encouraging factor.

Corollary 3 (Impact of technology investment cost on the

adoption decision)

(i) The adoption tendency of each firm has no relation-

ship with its own technology cost.

(ii) The adoption tendency of firm A (the leading

company in the traditional market) is always nega-

tively associated with the technology cost of firm B (a

small company in the traditional market or a startup

company in the new market).

(iii) The adoption tendency of firm B is positively

(negatively) associated with the technology cost of

firm A in the brand extension (brand counter-

extension) scenario.

Corollary 3 leads to several interesting results. The first

one is that when the competition effect is considered, a

firm’s technology adoption tendency is affected by its

opponent’s technology cost but not by its own cost. The

second is that, regardless of whether firm A will become a

leading brand in the new market or not, the higher (lower)

the technology cost that the opponent firm B faces, the

lower (higher) the probability that firm A will enter the

new market. When firm B’s technology cost increases, its

potential profit from entering the new market will decrease

and the dominant strategy becomes not to provide the new

service. As a result, firm A’s tendency to provide the new

service has to be reduced such that firm B can benefit more

from providing the new service and still have a non-zero

tendency to enter the new market.

However, the adoption tendency of firm B is associated

with firm A’s technology cost as well as the market set-

tings. In the brand extension scenario, firm A’s new market

share of and the cannibalization ratio of the traditional

market are relatively large. The larger the adoption ten-

dency of firm B, the more benefit firm A can gain from

entering the new market, because it can significantly

reduce the cannibalization loss. As firm A’s technology

cost increases, its profit from the new technology adoption

market will decrease. To ensure a non-zero equilibrium

adoption tendency of firm A, the adoption tendency of firm

B must increase with its opponent’s technology cost.

Nevertheless, in the brand counter-extension scenario, the

new market share of firm A and the cannibalization ratio of

the traditional market are relatively small. The less ten-

dency of firm B to provide the new service decreases, the

more benefit firm A can gain from entering the new market

because it can significantly improve the revenue generated

from the new market. Therefore, in equilibrium, the

adoption tendency of firm B decreases with its opponent’s

technology cost.

Corollary 4 (Impact of channel cannibalization on the

adoption decision)

(i) The adoption tendency of firm A is always negatively

associated with the channel cannibalization effect (the

amount of revenue transferred from the traditional

market to the new market).

(ii) The adoption tendency of firm B is positively (neg-

atively) associated with the channel cannibalization

effect in the brand extension (brand counter-

extension) scenario.

As the cannibalization ratio of the traditional market

increases, the revenue of the new market coming from the

old market increases and the revenue from the new cus-

tomers decreases. In contrast, the lower cannibalization

ratio means that the new market is another blue ocean

market and a potentially disruptive opportunity [6], as the

prospective customers are not the same as those in the old

market. Therefore, a firm will have a greater incentive to

adopt the emerging technology. This interesting finding is

consistent with previous disruptive innovation studies [6,

18, 44]. As the cannibalization ratio of the traditional

market increases, the benefit for firm B from providing a

new service diminishes and it tends not to enter the new

market in order to save the technology investment cost.
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Therefore, to ensure that firm B still has a non-zero ten-

dency to provide the new service, the adoption tendency of

firm A must decrease so as to enhance the benefit firm

B will gain from entering the new market.

As the cannibalization ratio of the traditional market

increases, the benefit for firm A from providing a new

service diminishes. Firm B has to adjust its adoption ten-

dency to improve firm A’s benefit from entering the new

market. In the brand extension scenario (g and d are rela-

tively large), the greater the technology adoption tendency

of firm B, the higher the revenue that firm A can gain from

providing a new service, due to a significant reduction of

cannibalization loss. Therefore, in equilibrium, the adop-

tion tendency of firm B increases with the channel canni-

balization effect. In the brand counter-extension scenario

(g and d are relatively small), the less the technology

adoption tendency of firm B, the higher the revenue firm

A can collect from entering the new market, due to the

significant revenue improvement from providing the new

service. Therefore, in equilibrium, the adoption tendency of

firm B decreases with the channel cannibalization effect.

Corollary 5 (Impact of brand extension on the adoption

decision)

(i) The adoption tendency of firm A is always negatively

associated with the new market share of firm A.

(ii) The adoption tendency of firm B is negatively

(positively) associated with the new market share of

firm A in the brand extension (brand counter-

extension) scenario.

The result that the adoption tendency of leading firm

A is negatively associated with its own new market share is

counter-intuitive. The rationale can be explained as fol-

lows. As the potentially new market share of the leading

firm A increases, its opponent’s potential profit from the

new service will decreases and tend not to enter the market.

To ensure firm B has a non-zero adoption tendency, in

equilibrium, the leading firm A must become less likely to

enter the new market, such that the revenue of firm B from

providing the new service can be improved.

As the new market share of firm A increases, its

incentive to adopt new technology increases. Firm B has to

adjust its adoption tendency to decrease A’s benefit from

entering the new market. With the brand extension, the

cannibalization effect is large and the value from the new

customers is relatively small. This means that most of the

new market revenue comes from the switched customers.

The smaller the technology adoption tendency of firm B,

the less pressure firm A will face to provide a new service

to avoid cannibalization loss. Therefore, the higher the new

market share of firm A, the less likely firm B will be to

enter the new market in order to ensure that a pure new

technology adoption strategy is not the dominant strategy

for firm A. However, in the brand counter-extension sce-

nario, the cannibalization ratio of the traditional market is

small. The new market generally includes a larger number

of new users, instead of the switched customers in the

traditional market. The larger the technology adoption

tendency of firm B, the smaller the revenue firm A can gain

from providing a new service. Similar to the analysis of

firm A’s adoption, the higher the value of firm A’s new

market share, the greater the probability that firm B will

enter the new market.

4.3 Strategic adoption with asymmetric information

of technology cost

It is common that there exists asymmetric information

when competing firms make decisions. We consider the

scenario in which a firm knows its own technology cost

while its opponent does not. So the technology cost is

private information. We denote Ui Cið Þ as the cost CDF of

firm i’s technology cost Ci; i 2 A;Bf g: The types of the

technology cost distribution functions Ui Cið Þ are common

knowledge. We denote as si(Ci) the technology adoption

decision of firm i, given its private information on tech-

nology cost Ci. si
~Ci

� �
¼ 1 represents when firm i decides

to provide the new service, but si
~Ci

� �
¼ 0 represents when

firm i does not provide the new service. We assume that in

equilibrium, firm i will adopt the new service when its

realized ~Ci is less than a threshold value Ĉi: The corre-

sponding pure Bayesian Nash equilibrium is described by

the following technology adoption strategies:

si
~Ci

� �
¼ 1 if ~Ci� Ĉi

0 if ~Ci [ Ĉi

�

; i 2 A;Bf g: ð21Þ

Consequently, the probability that firm i [ {A, B} adopts

the technology can be represented as Ui Ĉi

� �
: Obviously a

firm’s adoption probability increases with the threshold

Ĉi; oU Ĉi

� �
=oĈi [ 0: Firm i will adopt the new technol-

ogy if E pij ~Ci� Ĉi; Uj Ĉj

� �� �
�E pij ~Ci [ Ĉi; Uj Ĉj

� �� �
; i 2

A;Bf g or equivalently,

UB ĈB

� �
pII

A þ 1� UB ĈB

� �� �
pIN

A �UB ĈB

� �
pNI

A

þ 1� UB ĈB

� �� �
pNN

A

if ~CA� ĈA;

ð22Þ

UA ĈA

� �
pII

B þ 1� UA ĈA

� �� �
pNI

B �UA ĈA

� �
pIN

B

þ 1� UA ĈA

� �� �
pNN

B

if ~CB� ĈB

ð23Þ

Note that, in the setting of asymmetric information, the

higher the cost for a firm to acquire a new technology, the

lower the probability that the firm will provide the new
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service. However, the adoption tendency of a firm with

complete technology cost information (e.g., the mixed

adoption strategy Nash equilibrium analyzed in Subsect.

4.1) is not associated with its own cost.

Proposition 3 (Pure Bayesian Nash equilibrium) Denote

Ui Cið Þ as the cost CDF of firm i’s technology cost Ci; i 2
A;Bf g: A realized ~Ci is private information to firm i. Firm i

will adopt the new service if its technology cost ~Ci� Ĉi:

The technology adoption decision thresholds Ĉi; i 2
A;Bf g are given by solving the following equations

simultaneously:

ĈA ¼ HN � adHTð Þ � UB ĈB

� �
1� gð ÞHN � adHTð Þ

ð24Þ

ĈB ¼ HN � 1� að ÞdHTð Þ � UA ĈA

� �
gHN � 1� að ÞdHTð Þ

ð25Þ

In the following, we analyze the impact of asymmetric

cost information on the firm’s adoption tendency. For

analytical convenience, we assume technology cost func-

tions Ui Cið Þ; i 2 A;Bf g follow the normal distribution

N li; r
2
i

� �
: We first analyze the impact of the mean of

technology cost li on the adoption decision, and then

examine the impact of the variance of technology cost ri
2

on the adoption decision.

Corollary 6 (Impact of mean technology cost on the adop-

tion decision) In the counter-extension scenario, the

adoption probability of a firm is negatively (positively)

associated with its own (its opponent’s) mean technology

cost. Formally, oUi Ĉi

� �
=oli\0; oUj Ĉj

� �
=oli [ 0; i 6¼

j 2 A;Bf g: However, in the brand extension scenario, the

impact of mean technology cost cannot be explicitly

determined.

In the counter-extension scenario, oUj Ĉj

� �
=oUi Ĉi

� �
\0;

for i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g always holds. As the mean of a firm’s

technology cost becomes larger, it becomes less profitable

for the firm to provide the new service and, calculating this

phenomenon, its opponent, on the contrary, will have a

greater incentive to provide the new service. However, in

the extension scenario, the sign of oUj Ĉj

� �
=oUi Ĉi

� �
cannot

be determined. Therefore, the impact of mean technology

cost on the firms’ adoption decision could be positive or

negative.

Corollary 7 (Impact of technology cost variance on the

adoption decision) In the brand counter-extension sce-

nario, (i) the adoption probability of a firm is positively

(negatively) associated with the dispersion degree (vari-

ance) of its own technology cost when its equilibrium

adoption tendency is low (high). (ii) the impact of the

technology cost disperse degree on it opponent’s adop-

tion decision is opposite. Formally, oUi Ĉi

� �
=ori [ 0; oUj

Ĉj

� �
=ori\0 for Ĉi\li and oUi Ĉi

� �
=ori\0; oUj Ĉj

� �
=

ori [0 for Ĉi [li j 6¼ i 2 A;Bf g: However, in the

brand extension scenario, the impact of the cost dispersion

degree (variance) cannot be explicitly determined.

As the technology cost becomes more dispersed, the

probability that a firm has a smaller or larger technology

cost value increases. Therefore, a firm becomes more (less)

likely to provide the new service when the original

threshold Ĉi of a firm is small (large). In the counter-

extension scenario, calculating this phenomenon, the

competing firm, on the contrary, makes the opposite

strategy adjustment. The reasons that the effect of cost

dispersion degree (variance) on the firms’ adoption deci-

sion cannot be explicitly determined are similar to those

analyzed in Corollary 6.

4.4 Strategic adoption with market uncertainty

In the above analyses, we assume the marginal cost for

providing content service is negligible. In order to analyze

the impact of new market uncertainty, we relax this

assumption and include the marginal cost c for content

service provision. There are many market scenarios in

which the marginal cost c has to be considered. For

example, the marginal cost c can be a royalty fee, which

has to be paid to the content owners, or the network

bandwidth cost incurred to deliver the digital content to the

users under some service level agreement (SLA) contract.

From the point of view of practice, we assume that the

loyalty fee and the quantity of usage rights have to be

contracted or the bandwidth capacity has to be allocated

before the demand is realized. The demand of the new

content service D is stochastic. We denote UD as the CDF

of the new market demand D with mean E(D) and variance

rD
2 . R(d) is defined as the revenue for providing content

service to d users. Consequently, the expected revenue of

the new market can be formulated as:

HN ¼ max
q

Z 1

0

R min D; qð Þð Þ � cqð ÞdUD: ð26Þ

Note that if c ¼ 0 HN ¼ R E Dð Þð Þ as the optimal

quantity q value is infinite due to the zero marginal cost

in content provision. That is, the impact of new market

uncertainty on the firms’ adoption tendency becomes

increasingly significant when the marginal cost becomes

large and non-negligible. From (26), we have oHN=oc\0

and oHN=orD\0: The expected market value of the new

market decreases with the uncertainty degree of the new

market.
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Corollary 8 (Impact of new market uncertainty on the

adoption decision)

(i) The adoption tendency of firm A is always negatively

associated with the uncertainty degree of the new

market.

(ii) The adoption tendency of firm B is positively (neg-

atively) associated with the uncertainty degree of the

new market in the brand extension (brand counter-

extension) scenario.

It is intuitive that firms will have a greater incentive to

provide new services if the value of the new market

increases. As the market uncertainty will reduce the market

value, firm B will tend not to enter the new market if the

degree of market uncertainty increases. Firm B’s benefit

from entering the new market increases as the adoption

tendency of firm A decreases. Therefore, to ensure a non-

zero adoption tendency of firm B, the adoption tendency of

firm A must become smaller to increase the adoption

incentive of firm B.

In the brand extension scenario, the market share of

firm A and the cannibalization ratio of the traditional

market are relatively large. If the adoption tendency of firm

B increases, firm A benefits more from also entering the

new market because it can significantly reduce the canni-

balization loss. Since the revenue of firm A from providing

the new service decreases with the degree of uncertainty of

the new market, firm B’s adoption tendency increases with

the degree of uncertainty of the new market. However, in

the brand counter-extension scenario, firm A’s market share

and the cannibalization ratio of the traditional market are

relatively small. If firm B’s adoption tendency to provide

the new service decreases, firm A has a greater incentive to

enter the new market, because firm A’s marginal benefit

from providing the new service is significantly improved.

Therefore, the adoption tendency of firm B decreases with

the degree of market uncertainty.

5 Extended model: endogenous new market share

In the previous section, the new market share of a firm is

treated as an exogenous parameter. In this section, we

extend the model to analyze the scenario that the new

market share can be endogenously determined. The model

is extended to a two-stage game. In the first stage, the

competing firms first decide whether or not to enter the new

market. If firm i decides to enter the new market, it has to

acquire the new technology with cost Ci; i 2 A;Bf g: In

the second stage, the firms choose their own marketing

effort level to increase the market share. By adopting a

backward induction approach, we first analyze the market

effort and corresponding equilibrium market share of each

firm. Then, with the predicted market shares, we can ana-

lyze the firms’ decisions on new market entry.

It is reasonable to assume that the new market share is

positively associated with the marketing efforts of firm

i but negatively associated with those of its opponent firm

j. Let ei be the marketing effort level of firm i and denote

the corresponding cost of marketing effort as fi(ei).

The market share of firm i can be represented as:

si ei;ej

� �
¼ g ei; aið Þ

g ei; aið Þ þ g ej; aj

� � ; i; j 2 A;Bf g; i 6¼ j;

ð27Þ

where g(ei, ai) is the marketing effect of firm i with

q g(ei, ai)/ q ei [ 0 and og ei; aið Þ=oai [ 0: The profit-

maximizing problem for firm i can be formulated as:

max
ei

pi ¼ si ei;ej

� �
HN � f eið Þ; 8i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g: ð28Þ

Solving opi=oei ¼ 0; 8i 2 A;Bf g simultaneously, we

have

og ei; aið Þ=oei � g ej; aj

� �

g ei; aið Þ þ g ej; aj

� �� �2
¼ ofi eið Þ

oei
; 8i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g:

ð29Þ

For example, we formulate g ei; aið Þ ¼ ei þ hai; 8i 2
A;Bf g and rewrite (29) as

ej þ haj

ei þ ej þ h
� �2

¼ ofi eið Þ
oei

; 8i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g: ð30Þ

According to the above two equations, we can further

achieve the optimal marketing effort levels of the two firms

as:

e�i ¼
ofj ej

� �

oej

,
ofi eið Þ
oei

þ
ofj ej

� �

oej

� �2

� aih;

8i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g:
ð31Þ

Consequently, the resulting equilibrium new market

shares for firm A and firm B are given by:

g� ¼ sA ¼
ofB eBð Þ=oeB

ofA eAð Þ=oeA þ ofB eBð Þ=oeB
; and ð32Þ

1� g� ¼ sB ¼
ofA eAð Þ=oeA

ofB eBð Þ=oeB þ ofA eAð Þ=oeA
: ð33Þ

From (32) and (33), we observe that the new market share

of a firm increases with its opponent’s marginal marketing

effort cost but decreases with its own marginal marketing

effort cost. Notice that in this research, we assume firms

make entry decisions in the first stage and make then make

marketing efforts in the second stage if both firms have

decided to enter the new market.
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6 Discussion and conclusion

In this research, we developed game theory models to

analyze the strategic technology adoption decisions of two

competing content providers: an existing leading firm in

the traditional content market and a new entrant or a firm

with smaller brand strength in the traditional market. We

analyzed how the market and technological environments

(brand power, channel cannibalization effect, technology

cost, information asymmetry and market uncertainty) affect

the outcome of the emerging technology adoption (new

service market entry) game.

We identified the market environment characteristics

that will induce various outcomes of the adoption decisions

of two asymmetric competing firms. The conditions that

predict the outcome of the technology adoption strategy

were also analyzed. When the new market (or the technol-

ogy cost) is not too large or small, the competing firms may

only utilize a mixed adoption strategy, in which the adop-

tion tendency is examined. We find that a firm’s technology

adoption tendency is affected by its opponent’s technology

cost but not by its own cost. The higher (lower) the tech-

nology cost, the cannibalization ratio, the uncertainty

degree of the new market, and the brand extension that the

opponent firm faces, the lower (higher) the probability that

the leading firm of the traditional market will enter the new

market. However, the impact of these factors on a firm with

smaller brand strength or a new entrant could be the

opposite and will depend on the brand equity extension

scenarios of the leading firm in the traditional market.

6.1 Managerial implications

This research provides a number of managerial implica-

tions. First, our model predicts the possible technology

adoption outcomes according to various market environ-

ment settings. The results indicate that, without considering

the market, information, and competition environments, the

adoption of emerging technologies and provision of new

services cannot be straightforwardly determined. Particu-

larly when the new market and new technology investment

are not significantly large or low, the outcomes are very

sensitive to the market setting and tend to be stochastic due

to the uncertainty of the adoption decision of each firm.

Second, when only a mixed adoption strategy is feasible,

the analytical results show that a firm’s technology adop-

tion decision is affected by its opponent’s technology cost

but not by its own cost. This implies that a firm’s adoption

decision should consider the effect of competition, instead

of focusing on the cost a firm faces. The dominant firms in

some traditional content industries are trusted for their

superior products and distribution of tangible goods, so

rapidly shifting to the digital market could threaten their

dominance. The leading firms of the traditional media are

often reluctant to adopt new technology and to enter the

uncertain new market, which may provide a good oppor-

tunity for new entrants to offer a new generation of digital

products.

The implications may be supported by industry evi-

dence. For example, despite the excitement surrounding the

concept of digital textbooks over the past few years, the

leading publishers have seen little traction with e-textbook

offerings a few years ago because of the high technology

cost (immature IT) and small new market (high cannibal-

ization) [17]. Recently, with the rise in open educational

resources (the entry of new competitors), the advances in

technology related specifically to digital textbooks and the

format standard of digital textbooks (the technological cost

decreases), publishers have been adopting the digital

technology and increasing the availability of digital text-

books for the past 12 months [38].

Third, our findings indicate that the adoption strategy for

a smaller (start-up) company is quite sensitive to its relative

market dominance in providing a new service. Therefore,

an accurate prediction of new market share is important

before considering the new service provision.

Fourth, although many marketers consider cannibaliza-

tion when assessing the potential success of new product

introductions [32, 35], there is hardly any knowledge of the

impact of channel cannibalization. This study makes a

managerial contribution to practitioners by suggesting

analysis guidelines on the effect of the cannibalization on

the old market.

This implication may be supported by the case of the

slow digital adoption of cable operators. Although cable

operators face the problem of cord-cutting, the existing

cable operators are still reluctant to speed up the adoption

of digitalization technology and provide video-on-demand

services [1]. The reasons may be as follows: Digitalization

of existing cable networks requires large technological

investments by the cable operator, and a digital set-top box

is required for digital reception. The benefit in terms of the

increase in channel capacity is not very valuable to the

existing users, and thus the new market is composed of

switched customers because of the high cannibalization

ratio.

Fifth, this study illustrates the impact of new market

uncertainty on the adoption decision. The adoption ten-

dency of the new company is negatively (positively)

associated with the uncertainty degree of the new market in

the brand extension (brand counter-extension) scenario.

This implies that the new entrant’s or the following firm’s

adoption decision should consider whether the leading firm

brand equity extension succeeds.
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6.2 Research contributions

Our research makes several contributions to academia and

industry. From a theoretical perspective, we provide a new

theoretical framework which is tied to the actual phe-

nomena we can observe in the digital content market.

Compared with existing works, more comprehensive mar-

ket and technological factors and their interactions (such as

competition, information asymmetry, market uncertainty,

brand power, channel cannibalization) that will affect the

adoption decision are considered in the proposed strategic

adoption model. In particular, the market conditions in

which adoption decisions of the firms are uncertain and

only mixed strategies are feasible are extensively exam-

ined. We find that the role of brand power significantly

affects the adoption decision of a firm (especially for the

start-up company) and several interesting and somewhat

counter-intuitive results which are not discussed in existing

works are developed.

From a practical perspective, the proposed theoretical

model enables practitioners to better understand the adop-

tion of emerging technology in the digital content industry

from a more macro view. We also analyzed the possible

outcomes of the firms’ technology adoption according to

these market environments. The results provide useful

insights on emerging technology adoption in the digital

content industry. The results generated by the proposed

model can be used to predict the firms’ strategic interac-

tions and corresponding new market configurations. The

practical implications of market environment effects also

can benefit practitioners by improving their decision-

making.

6.3 Limitations and directions for future study

Several limitations should be noted when applying the

theoretical findings of this study to explain the strategic

interaction of emerging technology adoption. First, in our

theoretical model, we treated the new market profit and

cannibalization ratios as exogenous variables. Future work

can usefully endogenize those variables into a theoretical

model. Second, our analysis framework only analyzes the

two highlighted market scenarios (brand extension and

brand counter-extension). The analysis extending the two

market scenarios could be further explored. In addition,

future research can also include other factors (e.g., the

externality effect) to analyze the adoption decision. Third,

our model applies particularly well to oligopolistic indus-

tries where large firms dominate the traditional market.

While the presence of more players will have less strategic

implications, it is still interesting to analyze the effect of

the number and structure of the players on the resulting

adoption decision outcomes. Fourth, our analysis is focused

on the digital content industries. Future research can extend

our model to other industries. Finally, as the results are

mainly explored based on analytical models, further rele-

vant empirical studies on digital content technology

adoption will be helpful for the validation of the analytical

findings.
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Appendix

Proposition 1

Proof The conditions for Nash equilibrium outcome (I, I)

are pII
A [ pNI

A and pII
B [ pIN

B : That is gHN [ CA and 1� gð Þ
HN [ CB; we have HN [ max CA=g;\CB= 1� gð Þf g:

The conditions for Nash equilibrium outcome (I, N) are

pIN
A [ pNN

A and pIN
B [ pII

B : That is HN � adHT [ CA and

1� gð ÞHN\CB; we have CA þ adHT\HN\CB= 1� gð Þ:
The conditions for Nash equilibrium outcome (N, I)

are pNI
A [ pII

A and pNI
B [ pNN

B : That is gHN\CA and HN �
dð1� aÞHT [ CB: We have CB þ dð1� aÞHT\HN\
CA=g:

The conditions for Nash equilibrium outcome (N, N) are

pNN
A [ pIN

A and pNN
B [ pNI

B : That is HN � adHT\CA and

HN � ð1� aÞdHT\CB: We have HN\ min CA þ adHT ;f
CB þ 1� að ÞdHTg:

Corollary 1

Proof The conditions for pure Nash equilibrium adoption

strategy I,Nð Þ; N,Ið Þ are CA þ adHT\HN\CB= 1� gð Þ
and CB þ dð1� aÞHT\HN\CA=g respectively.

Multiple pure Nash equilibra I,Nð Þ; N,Ið Þ occur when all

the above conditions are satisfied or equivalently,

max CA þ adHT ;CB þ 1� að ÞdHTf g\HN\ min CA=g;f
\CB= 1� gð Þg:

Multiple pure Nash equilibra, I,Ið Þ; N,Nð Þ occur when

all the above conditions are satisfied or equivalently,

max CA=g;\CB= 1� gð Þf g\HN\ min CA þ adHT ;CBf
þ 1� að ÞdHTg:

Corollary 2

Proof The conditions for the existence of mixed

Nash adoption strategy is all the conditions in Eq. 9 are
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not satisfied. ðI, I) and ðI, N) will not occur if HN\
min CA þ adHT ;CB= 1� gð Þð Þ: ðN, I) and ðN, N) will not

occur if HN [ max CB þ dð1� aÞHT ;CA=gð Þ: We have

max CB þ dð1� aÞHT ;CA=gð Þ\HN\ min CA þ adHT ;ð
CB= 1� gð ÞÞ

Similarly, the other scenario is ðI, I) and ðI, N) will not

occur if HN\ min CB þ dð1� aÞHT ;CA=gð Þ: ðN, I) and

ðN, N) will not occur if HN [ max CA þ adHT ;CB=ð
1� gð ÞÞ: We have max CA þ adHT ;CB= 1� gð Þð Þ\

HN\ min CB þ dð1� aÞHT ;CA=gð Þ.

Proposition 2

Proof The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium is described

by both Eqs. 16 and 17 are satisfied. We have

c�A; c
�
B

� �
¼ ĉA; ĉBð Þ:

Corollary 3

Proof (i) From (18), we have oc�i =oCi ¼ 0 for i 2
A;Bf g: (ii) oc�A=oCB¼� gHN� 1�að ÞdHTð Þ

gHN� 1�að ÞdHTð Þ2 \0 given G1[0:

(iii)
or�B
oCA
¼ adHT� 1�gð ÞHN

adHT� 1�gð ÞHNð Þ2 [0 when G2 \ 0 (brand exten-

sion), but
or�B
oCA

\0 when G2 [ 0 (brand counter-extension).

Corollary 4

Proof (i) Since 0� r�A� 1; we have 1� gð ÞHN � CB� 0

and
or�A

o dHTð Þ ¼
1�að Þ 1�gð ÞHN�CBð Þ
ghN�ð1�aÞdHTð Þ2 � 0: (ii) Since 0� r�B� 1, we

have gHN � CA� 0 when G2 [ 0 and gHN � CA� 0

when G2 \ 0. Therefore,
or�B

o dHTð Þ ¼
a gHN�CAð Þ

adHT�ð1�gÞHNð Þ2 � 0 when

G2 [ 0 (brand counter-extension) but
or�B

o dHTð Þ � 0 when

G2 \ 0 (brand extension).

Corollary 5

Proof (i) Since r�A� 0 and G1 C 0, we have

HN � ð1� aÞdHTð Þ � CB� 0 and
or�A
og ¼

HN CBþ 1�að ÞdHT�HNð Þ
gHN� 1�að ÞdHTð Þ2

� 0: (ii) Since r�B� 0; we have HN � adHTð Þ � CA [ 0

when G2 [ 0 (brand counter-extension) and HN�ð
adHTÞ � CA\0 when G2 \ 0 (brand extension).

or�B
og ¼

HN HN�CA�adHTð Þ
adHT�ð1�gÞHNð Þ2 [ 0 when G2 [ 0 (brand counter-exten-

sion) but
or�B
og ¼

HN HN�CA�adHTð Þ
adHT�ð1�gÞHNð Þ2 \0 when G2 \ 0 (brand

extension).

Proposition 3

Proof Firm A adopts technology when ~CA� ĈA: Solving

Eq. 22, we obtain

UB ĈB

� �
a 1�dð ÞHTþgHN � ~CA

� �
þ 1� cBð Þ

a 1�dð ÞHT þHN � ~CA

� �

[ UB ĈB

� �
a 1�dð ÞHTð Þ þ 1� cBð Þ aHTð Þ:

The equation ~CA� HN � adHTð Þ � UB ĈB

� �
1� gð Þð

HN � adHTÞ ¼ ĈA is achieved. Similarly, firm B adopts

technology when ~CB� ĈB: Solving Eq. 23, we obtain

UA ĈA

� �
1�að Þ 1�dð ÞHTþ 1�gð ÞHN� ~CB

� �
þ 1�UA ĈA

� �� �

1�að Þ 1�dð ÞHTþHN� ~CB

� �
[UA ĈA

� �
1�að Þ 1�dð ÞHTð Þþ

1�UA ĈA

� �� �
1�að ÞHTð Þ: We have ~CB� HN� 1�að Þð

dHTÞ�UB ĈB

� �
gHN� 1�að ÞdHTð Þ¼ĈB:

Corollary 6

Proof (A). Under the scenario of brand counter-extension

(G2 [ 0), from (24) and (25) we have oUi Ĉi

� �
=oĈj\0 and

oU Ĉi

� �
=oU Ĉj

� �
\0; i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g: Ui Ĉi

� �
will become

lower as the mean of technology cost becomes higher. As a

result, Uj Ĉj

� �
and Ĉj becomes higher and Ĉi becomes

smaller.

(B). Under the scenario of brand extension (G2 \ 0), we

have oUA ĈA

� �
=oĈB\0 and oUB ĈB

� �
=oĈA [ 0 No matter

whether the equilibrium adoption tendency is high or low,

a higher disperse degree (variance) of technology cost may

increase or decrease the decision threshold for each firm

Ĉi; i 2 A;Bf g: Consequently, the impact of cost disperse

on the adoption tendency is unclear.

Corollary 7

Proof (A). Under the scenario of brand counter-extension

(G2 [ 0), from (24) and (25) we have oUi Ĉi

� �
=oĈj\

0 and oU Ĉi

� �
=oU Ĉj

� �
\0 i 6¼ j 2 A;Bf g: When the

equilibrium adoption tendency is low (e.g. Ĉi\li), Ui Ĉi

� �

will become larger as the disperse degree (variance) of

technology cost becomes higher. As a result, Uj Ĉj

� �
and Ĉj

becomes lower and Ĉi becomes larger. On the contrary, if

the equilibrium adoption tendency is high (e.g. Ĉi [ li),

Ui Ĉi

� �
will become smaller as the disperse degree (vari-

ance) of technology cost becomes higher. As a result,

Uj Ĉj

� �
and Ĉj becomes larger and Ĉi becomes smaller.
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(B). Under the scenario of brand extension (G2 \ 0), we

have oUA ĈA

� �
=oĈB\0 and oUB ĈB

� �
=oĈA [ 0: No matter

the equilibrium adoption tendency is high or low, a higher

disperse degree (variance) of technology cost may increase

or decrease the decision threshold for each firm Ĉi; i 2
A;Bf g: Consequently, the impact of cost disperse on the

adoption tendency is unclear.

Corollary 8

Proof (i) oc�A=oHN ¼ gCB� 1�gð Þð1�aÞdHT

gHN� 1�að ÞdHTð Þ2 [ 0; given 0� c�A
� 1 and G1 [ 0: Since oHN=orD\0; we have

oc�A=orD\0: (ii) Since
or�B
oHN
¼ 1�gð ÞCA�gadHT

1�gð ÞHN�adHTð Þ2, we
or�B
orD

[ 0

when G2 \ 0 (brand extension), but
or�B
orD

\0 when G2 [ 0

(brand counter-extension).
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